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PJONEER VENUS RADAR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PARQUET TERRAJN, D.L. Binthchadler and
J.W. Head, Dept. Geological Sciences, Brown Univ., Providence, R.l 02912

Boc:lt,-ound: Venus ia the moat earthlike of the terrestrial planets, but appears to possess a ditt.inctive tectonic
atyle. While landforms aimilar to terrestrial mountains belta (1·3) and continental rift aystems (1,4,5) have been noted,
&be planet does not appear to exhibit aome of the feature• ehuacten.uc of terrestrial plate tectonic1, aueh u an
i.ntearated ridge ayst.em or aubduct.ion trenchea (6). However, recent mapping work ahow1 evidence of complex integrated
fault and fold sy&t.ems aimilar to those aeen at terre•trial convergent plate boundaries, and of large·aeale atrike·alip
faulting (7). Such observations suggest that, like those of the Earth, the t.ectonic1 of Venus are characterized by complex
and varied patterns or tectonic deformation.
Sidelooking radar image& acquired by the Venera 16 and 16 apacecral\ have revealed additional complex tectonic
ltnlcture& and terrains on the aurface of Venus. A geomorphic unit map that eovers most or Lhe planet north of ao• N
hu been constructed from Venera 15/16 image~ (8). Of the thirtMn unit& on this map (8·10) five are defmed by features
that are ditt.inctly tectonic in origin and are referred to u ridge and groove terrain unita (9).
these five, the most
diat.inct.ive and areally extenaive ia the parquet lcrrain unit. This unit ia characterized by an unusual morphology for
which no clear analog hu been identified, and by ditt.inct.ive radar properties u revealed by Pioneer Venus. The
morphology and radar properties of this unit hold clueli to the of'iiin of the parquet., an origin Lhat hu important
implications for the tectonic atyle of Venu..
D~•criptWn: The parquet terrain unit ia der111ed u consi&t.ing of sets of closely spaced ridgu and iJ'OOVea, with
each set oriented obliquely or perpendicularly to the other(a) (9) . The parquet is highly variable in appearance. In aome
places an orthogonal atrucure dominates (e.g. SE lahtar Terra), while in others, the dominant lineation changes atrike
every few tens of km to produce a chevron-like pattern (e.g. eut of Muwell Montea). Two example. of parquet terrain
are ahown in Figure 1. The&e aehematic renditions are baled on image& of SE l&hw Terra (a) and Tellus Regio (b) (8)
and demon&tra~ aome of the atructural compluitiea of thil terrain unit. Other worken have auggested that
combinations of extension, compreaaion, and s.hear deformation are re&ponaible for the unique appearance of the parquet

or

(9).

AI'Uily1u: Uaing a digitized verlion of the Venera unit map (10), PV data were overlain with Venera unit~ in
order to examine apatial correlations
the parquet terrain unit with altimetry, reflectivity, and rrns llope data. In
addition, histogram distribution plots were conatruct.ecl to ahow the averare PV radar properties of the parquet terrain
(Figure 2). EKamination of PV data ahow that the parquet terrain tends to be elevated with respect to the aurrounding
units, typically on the order of one to two km. Reflectivity and n:ns alope data alao ahow a etrong correlation with regions
or parquet terrain. These regions tend to be significantly lower in reflectivity and higher in rms alope than both the
regions directly adjacent and the mapped portion of Vemu u a whole.
Reflectivity and n:ns alope data have been interpret.ecl in terma of the denaity/compoait.ion and amall-aeale
roughness of the surface, retpectively (11,12). Following the interpretation and nomenclature of (11), reflectivity value&
< 0.1~ indicate • relatively aoil·rich aurface, values from 0.1.., to 0.2.., indicate a dominantly rocky surface compoaed of
little or no high-dielectric phase&, and valuea > 0.2.., indicate the presence of a rocky aurface enriched in high dielectric
phase&. Rms &lope value& < 2.6• are c:haracten.tic of a relatively amooth aurlace (on the aeale of one to ten& of PV
wavelengths), while aurfacea wil.h mu alope valuea between 2.6" and S.o• are referred to u transitional. Value& >
6.0• indicate a relatively rough aurface. Table 1 gives 1 compariaon of the averaee properties of the parquet terrain unit
wil.h the average properties for the entire portion of VenU& mapped by Veneru 16 and 16, demonstrating the rough, aoilrich nature or the parquet.
lnterpretatWn: There are two end-member explanations for the roush aurlace of Lhe parquet: 1) relatively high
abundance of aub-meter to meter aized bloch, and 2) aeolian dunea or ripple&. Neither is ruled out by present
information, but we favor the former explanation baaed on the relative paucity of aoila throughout the Venus aurface (11)
and the general lack of typical aeolian fornu ob.erved at eil.her the km Kale in Venera 15/16 data or the centimeter to
meter aeale ob.erved by the Venera Ianden (13). Relatively high value& of rms &lope are typical of ridge and groove
terrain units (10) and we IU&Jelt that the roUJhneu or these eurf&cel ia tauaecJ by bloch formed durin& tectonic
di.aruption of the aurface.
The low reflectivity of the parquet terrain hu been interpreted above u bei.ni due to an abundance of aoi.l&.
However, rough regiona ( mu elope > 6.0"} may cause auft'icient dilTuse ac:au.ering of the radar aignal ao u to
artificially lower rel1ectivity values by 10.15.., (14,16). Work in comparing the old PV reflectivity to new value& baaed on
data calibrated ulin& PV radar im..,e data (16} ia bei.Jli conducted, but wt' note that moat of the aoil·ricb portions of the
parquet terrain have transitional rma elope valuea ( 2.6• to 6.0• ), and are not rou,h ( rma elope > 6.0") (Plate 7, (11)).
The aoi.l& within the parquet terrain unit JniPt be or 1) volcanic (pyroc:lut.ic), 2) impact., or 3) eroaional origin.
Pyroclut.ic aoil& are thoUJbt to be unlikely because
the extreme conditions required for uploaive vglc~ in the
Venu& environment (16), the large areu with cldtinet boundaries covered by parquet terrain ( > 10 km in aome
euea}, a.nd the aearcity
features within the parquet with morphologies ai.mi.lar to pyroclutic volcanoea. The thic~
Ven\11 atmoaphere and the nlat.ive youth
that portion
the aurface mapJ*! by Veneru 16 and 16 ( 0.6 to 1.0 X 10
'T'· (8)) lead5 us to regard an impact oJ'iPl u unlikely, unleu t.ectonic activity hu aomehow obliterated craters in the
parquet terrain while preM1'Viq an &Dcieot replith
So ahbou,b - ravor an eroaional on,in for aoil& in the
parquet, an impact on,in m\dt abo be~ a viable model at pnNDt. Altitude dependent cbemieal weatherlni is
DOt favored u the mljor cause
eroeion because ol the diatinet ehangea in reflectivity that occur near parquet terrain
boundaries and the rac:t that other unit& at the aame altitude~ u reJiont of parquet terrain have very dilTerent
reflectivity aignat.unll.
Co'telu.wm: Baaed on the PV radar propertie& and deecript.iona of Venera 16/16 data (8,9) for the parquet
terrain, we auggest Lhat the aurface or this unit is moat typically characterUed by abundant aub-meter to meter ai..z.e
blocks and eroaional aoilJ; compared to &be other Venera unit&. While the abundance or aoil most probably indicates Uiat
the parquet terrain ia relatively oJd (17), other pouibiliU.. must be caref'ully conaidered. For example, the parquet

or

or

or

or

or

or
Ia,_.
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terrain could be composed or rock that iJ relauvely leu reailt&Dt to aroaiorl than il typical of the awface of Venus (17).
relauve .• or the parquet terrain will aU"oncfy COAitrain Ul7 modela ror the formation or thil unu.ual unit and thus

,

• erucial to OUT undertt.andina or Venus t.K1.oDiea•

. ., . , . . _ l) Mu..,..q, H . ff Al., JGR, N , p. 12U·I210, 1HO. I) CampbeD, D.B. If Al., ~. 221, p .
. ..._..7, 1113. I) Solomon, S.C. ud He..t, J.W., JOR, It, p. IU6..e817, ltU. •> McGill. G.t. et al., GRL, I, p.
717-UO, 1111. I) CampbeU, D.B. ff al.,
221, p. 117·110, 1114. IJ Kaula, W.M. and Phillipa~ JU., GilL, 8, p.
1117·1110, lNl; Arridoon,llE. and Danu, G.F., GIU.. I, p. 741·764, 1181. 7) Cnampler, L.S. ff al., E"*- !or
~u borilontal IDIKio1>1 In NW . llb1ar Ten-a, v... ua. thil wolume; Vorder Bn.aue, ll • al.,
w ..
-...,tinwtieo on MuweU Monla, Venua: Evide~ for larp·Kalt atrik...lip fallltin1. l.biJ volwne . II Bartukov, V.L .
., al., The poloc and pomorpholoc of 1M Ven\16 awfa.. u reve&J.d by the radar inla,ea obtAined br Veneru 16 and
11, Proc.
1'/AMf. Sci. 11111, In prn~, 1186. I) Built...,., A.T. If al., St,.le& of t«toni< •formation 1111 Vema:
~Iii et v_.u 16 &.Dd 11 dat£, 1'-. Z...,.., I'IAMf. Sei. telA, ill praea, 11186. 10) Binclachadltr, D.B. &lid Head
l.W., Characler'i&aliorl et VaDeTe 16118 tJnlw uaiq Pio-r Vanua retlectivit)' &lid rma alopa, chi& ...Jwne. 111 Head,
J.W. If al., JG/1, 10, p. 185e-6871, 1185. 111 GIIT'I'ill, J.B. ff al., JGR, 10, p. taSe-6871, 188~. 1JI Gt.l"Vi.ft, J.B. ot
Al., JGR, 811, p. 3381·33119, 1118.. lfl Ptuenrill, G.H. ., Al.,
217, p. 140-ld, 1182. 161 Fonl, P.O., and
r.a.n,W, G.H., BulJ. A111. Alft11. Soc., II, p. 1116, 1184. Ill GIIT'I'ill, J.B. If al., 1 - . 62, p. 315-372, 1183; Head,
3.W. aDd WiMon, L., Volcanic pr-oc.a~a~ aDd landlo""' 011 Vanua: n-,., precl.inWna, and obeervatiora, JGR ,;, prtu,
1115. 171 Bindacbacllar, D.B. &.Dd Head, J.W,, Clw'an.riulioD of Vanera lli/16 poiOiir IINU uaU., PionaerNtnu•
~ &.Dd ...n.nivic, data., mu~pl ill preparalioll, 11186.
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CALDERA STRUCTURE ON IO; L.S. Crumpler, Dept. Geo. Sci., Brown Univ., Providence, RI 02912.
Introduction - The origin of calderas on Io cannot be adequately addressed until the processes
responsible for volcanism on Io in general are better constrained. The visible surface manifestation of active volcanism can arguably be ascribed to silicates, or to sulfur and sulfur compounds on
the basis of mechanical, thermal and spectral properties (1-9). Independent of the composition, the
structure of calderas on Io illustrates some important aspects of the mechanics of caldera development and the style of volcanic thermal centers on Io. These characteristics may prove important in
assess ing the nature of Io's volcanism. In order to characterize caldera structure, detailed maps
have been prepared of several calderas for which high-resolution Voyager images are available (Fig.
1). Some observations and conclusions based on these maps are presented in the following.
Caldera Characteristics - The most striking feature of calderas on Io is the complexity of albedo variations on the1r floors. Several common characteristics include arcuate dark floor deposits
or arcs of dark spots, boundary escarpments or nested depressions, marginal dark spots, and concentric patterns with either central light or dark areas. All of the albedo variations terminate at
shading or color discontinuities that appear to be enclosing escarpments. Few calderas are circular
and elongate shapes; generally two to three times their width are more common. Subcircular albedo
variations within the outer escarpments suggest that the elongate shapes result from contemporaneous
or successive overlap of individual subcircular centers (20 to 40 im) to form nested caldera complexes of elongate map plan. Some calderas have nested caldera associations in which progressively
smaller interior calderas become deeper and are progressively developed toward the margins of the
larger enclosing calderas. Arcuate dark deposits, or arcuate trains of dark spots occur in several
calderas, locally concentric with the margins of the confining caldera walls. Arcuate patterns of
a single, usually dark, albedo generally subtend less than 1800, and occur on the caldera floor anywhere from about one-half the caldera radius outward to the caldera margin. Arcuate floor patterns
occur in distinct circular to subcircular caldera segments within a 9iven caldera complex. A few
dark arcs extend from the margins toward the caldera interior (b,c,j). A characteristic shared most
frequently by all of the calderas is the tendency for the darkest deposits to abut part of the caldera margins or to closely parallel a segment of the outer walls. In Figure lc and lj, dark marginal spots are also apparent sites for dark diffuse plume activity, suggesting that dark deposits are
associated with activity of small plumes. An overall concentric pattern occurs in many calderas as
a consequence of the tendency of dark deposits to be located toward the margins, the centers of calderas being light and margins progressively dark (a,d,g,o). Creidne (a) and Loki Patera (d) are two
extreme examples, the interior of Loki Patera exhibiting complex fracturing. The overall pattern of
Loki is consistent with an island-like arrangement of the central fractured area, and filling of the
caldera margins, or moat, by dark materials. This implys that the central area of Loki Patera, and
perhaps Creidne and similar calderas, may be topographically high with respect to the surrounding
caldera floors.
Interpretations - The diverse albedo patterns on the floors and elongate and nested shapes suggest that calderas on Io are the results of complex volcanic processes similar to those responsible
for calderas of similar size on the earth. Many of the elongate shapes may result from collapse
over local intrusions evacuated sequentially, and the entire elongate complex need not have formed
during one eruption. The diameter of segments (20 to 40 km} implies that the depth of volcanic influence is not shallow and may be of similar order of magnitude (tens of km), and that the material
responsible for caldera collapse fs mobil over this depth range. Arcuate dark deposits may have
differing origins for specific cases, but the proximity of dark diffuse (plume?) deposits and dark
floor materials near caldera margins implies that the arcuate shape could be centered on ring fractures along the margins formed during previous caldera collapse, as often occurs on the earth. An
additional explanation for arcuate dark deposits is that the centers of most calderas are elevated,
and that late (dark) erupted materials become ponded in a moat between the caldera walls and a central topographic high. Alternately, both processes could apply, as they often do in terrestrial
ash-flow calderas. In general, in both aspect ratio (10} and general geologic characteristics, calderas on Io are similar to large silicic ash-flow calderas on earth.
•
Conclusions- The interiors of calderas on Io are all similar in a number of ways, which denotes a recurring style of development and modification governed by the intrinsic mechanics of their
formation. Many of the features, particularly arcuate dark deposits, are evidence that the observed
calderas on Io form by collapse, as do all calderas of equivalent size (-60 km) on the earth; continued activity from fractures formed during collapse could be responsible for localizing subsequent
late volcanic activity fn arcuate patterns, including the vents for late plume activity. Consideration of concentric patterns further suggests that the central floors of several calderas are raised.
In these respects calderas on Io resemble terrestrial resurgent calderas. This does not imply that
calderas on Io are the surface expressions of silicic intrusions as are terrestrial resurgent calderas, but it does suggest that many of the volcanologfc characteristics of calderas on Io originate
through a similar style of magma intrusion/evacuation mechanics, and the scales involved imply that
the processes responsible operate within the silicate crust of Io.
References: 1) Carr, M.H. et al. (1979) Nature, 280, 729. 2) Clow, G.D. and Carr, M.H. (lgao)
Icarus, 44, 268. 3) Conselmagno, G.J. (l~cience, 205, 397. 4) McEwen, A.~. and Soderblom,
~1983) Icarus, 55, 191. 5) Pearl, J.C. and Sinton, W.M. (1982) The Satell1tes of Jupiter.
D. Morrison,~72~ 6) Reynolds, R.T. et al. (1980) Icarus, 44, 234. 7) Sinton, W.M. (1982)
Icarus,~. 563. 8) Smith, B.A. et al. (1979) Nature, 280, 738.---9) Youn9, A.T. (1984) Icarus,
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S8, 197. 10) Schaber, G.G. (1980) Icarus, 43, 302.
frgure 1: Maps of the interior albeao-sfructure of 16 calderas on to.
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CROSS-STRIKE DISCONTINUITIES IN WESTERN APHRODITE TERRA, VENUS; l.S. Crumplerl, J. W.
Headl, and D.B. Campbell2; 1) Dept. Gee. Sci., Brown Univ., Providence, RI 02912; 2) NAIC
Arecibo Observatory, Arecibo, PR 00612.
Introduction - Topography is a record of endogenic and exogenic processes operatinq on a
planetary surface including destructive and constructive mechanisms. low illumination angle images
are one of the simplest ways to assess surface topography and physiography, but most geologic interpretations require horizontal resolutions of less than several km, and the required horizontal
resolution decreases as geologic complexity increases. Nearly global Pioneer-Venus altimetry (1)
enabled the broad physiographic characterization of Venus, but high-resolution radar imagery from
Arecibo (2,31 and Venera 15 and 16 (4) has benefited geologic interpretation of large regions.
Unfortunately, no high-resolution data· is available for major areas of Venus, including Aphrodite
Terra and the southern hemisphere. Recent altimetry profiling along the equator (±3° to 60) by
Arecibo radar (3) has improved the topographic resolution in two dimensions for many features like
Aphrodite Terra for which only PV data has previously existed. In the following we describe some
of the first results of correlating high-resolution Arecibo profiles with lower-resolution PV topographic maps and radar images. Many features, particularly global linear features reported previously (5) are shown to have significant topographic expression in high-resolution radar profiles.
Confirmation of these linear features may be an important first step in resolving aspects of the
global tectonic style of Venus.
Data and Analysis - Topographic profiles were assembled from several range-Doppler radar traverses of each area, and the actual resolution varies depending on the details of surface slope
distribution and the number of integrated observations for a given point on the surface. In general, the sampling interval along the profile is approximately 10 km, and the lateral (off profile)
sampling includes rada r returns from -so km north and south of the east-west pround tracks. Interpretation of the profiles was guided by a few logical criteria designed primarily to assist in determining the continuity of the sampled topography in the third dimension. To first order, geologic and topographic features on a surface will have either linear (e.g., trough, ridge, fault) or
circular (e.g., volcano, crater, basin) symmetry, and if the third dimension or symmetry of a profile can be constrained, the first order geologic interpretation can be attempted, especially on
the basis of detailed profiling. Many of the features traversed were reasonably constrained in
the third dimension by comparison with PV altimetry and PV image-mode maps.
Correlation and Interpretation - A portion Qf western Aphrodite (Ovda Regie) between longitudes 6QO£ and 1200£ lllustrates the correlations between Pioneer-Venus and Arecibo data, and it
shows some of the more notable tectonic patterns (Fig. 1). We first mapped linear features in the
PV topography and images, and found a series of linear features or "cross-strike-discontinuities"
(CSD's) (6) striking almost at right angles across the strike of the Aphrodite highlands. These
CSD's extend for several thousand km and trend in a N200W direction in western Aphrodite. being
generally parallel. They are separated by distances ranging from 200 to 800 km. We then compared
these linear features to the high-resolution altimetry profiles to examine their detailed character
and to see if they could be traced from one profile to another adjacent profile. Significant
changes in slope and changes in the strike of contours occur on PV maps where Arecibo profiles
show distinct topographic features. Troughs. abrupt slopes and peaks in the Arecibo profiles correlate with sharp CSD ' s such as offsets in topography. and abrupt reflectivity and roughness contrasts along linear trends in the PV maps. The most significant changes in altimetry profiles occur on CSD's which cross both lowlands and highlands. Aphrodite Terra is divisible into several
long plateaus 400-500 km wide with NW-SE striking parallel boundaries; the NW or SE projected extension of these boundaries merge into prominent linear slopes or linear troughs in adjacent lowlands where the CSD's become less distinct with distance from Aphrodite Terra. Orthogonal contour
patterns are common in lowlands, as are orthogonal patterns of radar reflectivity and roughness.
Because many of the features seen in the profiles have great lateral extent (linear symmetry). the
topographic profiles may be adequate representations of detailed topographic variations in an eastwest direction along latitudes north and south of those sampled by the radar ground tracks. Similar profiling in a N2oow direction may be characterized by more uni-directional slopes, and fewer
peaks and troughs.
Conclusions - large-scale linear features have been identified in PV altimetry maps consistinp
of linear slopes and trou9hs (5) and a planetary tectonic fabric has been su9gested on the basis of
orientation of linear topographic segments of major uplands (7). We support the identification of
these linear slopes as significant topographic elements of both lowlands and highlands through analysis of recently acquired high-resolution Arecibo topographic profiles at equatorial areas of Venus. Regional resolution fs still too low to permit unique geologic interpretations. but it is
shown that linear features strike across Aphrodite Terra and are manifested as troughs. ridges, and
abrupt slopes in Arecibo altimetry, and sharp reflectivity and roughness contrasts in PV radar images. Because these features strike across the length of the Aphrodite Terra highland, we refer to
them as cross-strike discontinuities (CSD). A characteristic feature of the CSD's is that they are
parallel and separated by several hundred km . Topographic contours are commonly offset along the
CSD's suggesting that they may be zones of lateral displacements or strike-slip. The great lateral
extent of these features (several thousand km) is comparable to terrestrial oceanic fracture zones
and transform faults. We are currently: 1) analyzing detailed relationships in order to establish
evidence for possible types and directions of offset so that the style of deformation can be determined; and 2) extending this analysis to central and eastern Aphrodite Terra in order to determine the regional extent of the deformation patterns.
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evidence for possible types and di rections of off set so that the style of deforma tion can be determined; and 2) extending th is analys i s to central and eastern Aphrod i t e Terra in order to determine the regional extent of t he deformation pat terns.
References: 1) Pettengill, G.H. et al. (1980) JGR , 85, 8261 . 2) Head, J.W . et al. (1983) LPSC XIV,
Z93. 3) Campbell, D.B. et al. (l~SC XV,~.~ Barsukov, V.L. et a l.~ Astronomichesky
Vestnik, Nl, 16. S) Sharpton, V.L. and J .W. Head {1984) LPSC XV , 760 . ~eeler, R.L. (1980) Am.
Assoc. Petr. Geol. Bull., 64, 2166. 7) Schaber, G.G. and H. Masursky (1981) LPSC XII, 929.
--Ff~ure 1: Location of Arecfbo altimetry profile ground tracks on (a) Pioneer -Venus radar image,
{6 PV topographic map, (c) topographic profile along qround track.
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EVIDENCE FOR LARGE-SCALE HORIZONTAL MOTIONS IN NORTHWEST ISHTAR TERRA, VENUS; L.S.
Crump1er1, J.W. Headl, and D.B. Campbe112; 1) Dept. Geo. Sci., Brown. Univ., Providence, RI 02912;
2} NAIC Arecibo Observato~, Arecibo. PR 00612.
Introduction - The detailed nature of tectonism on Venus is not yet clear, but the lineated
and parallel bands seen in radar images of Lakshmi Planum (1 ,2) are distinctive evidence for a
style of deformation unlike that seen elsewhere with the exception of compressive orogenic belts
on the Earth (2,3). In this report we discuss the results of new analysis of complex patte~s in
the northwestern part of Ishtar Terra seen in Arecibo radar imagery (4,12) between 60° to 770 north
and 3ooo to 3400 east which suggests that large-scale strike-slip and thrust faulting types of deformation may be important in the physiographic development of th1s terrain. We here report on the
analysis of Arecibo radar images of the Ishtar Terra region (5,12). Several characteristics of the
lineated terrain are visible in Arecibo images. The brightest bands correspond with higher topography of Akna Montes and Freyja Montes identified in Pioneer-Venus altimetry maps. Individual
slightly sinuous radar-bright bands generally strike parallel to the margins of the Lakshmi Planum
upland forming a distinctive "banded terrain" (2) halo up to 1200 km (600 km typical) from the
radar-dark interior of Lakshmi Planum. Near Lakshmi Planum the change in strike of bands is abrupt from nearly north-south in Akna Montes to east-west in Freyja Montes. Farther from Lakshmi
Planum, the change in strike occurs in a smoother arc suggesting that the bands at great distance
are controlled by the shape of the upland or by the trends of Akna Montes and Freyja Montes. The
overall impression is one in which bands parallel the margins of Lakshmi Planum, but distinct departures from this trend are evident west of Akna Montes. Beginning on the north and west of
northern Akna Montes, bands curve southwesterly away from Akna Montes forming an arc in band
trends in the western quarter of the area of Figure 1. Although individual bands are cont1nuous
~0 km (50 km typical), large areas of bands tend to have abrupt linear truncation zones striking 600 to 100 with respect to the strike of the bands. These are most notable where the bands
terminate against darker areas such as the triangular dark area of 730N/3140E, or the termination
at 760N/3QSOE. Similar terminations occur within banded zones in which parallel bands terminate
against bands with similar strikes, but which are discordant or non-matching linear offset zones,
such as the east-northeast trend through the east-west striking bands of central Freyja Montes.
A radar-bright circular feature centered at 74°N/315oE correlates with the slopes of a PV altimetry identified depression. Several smaller circular features, two near 71°N/321°E and 324°E,
and one near 71°N/30loE are probably impact craters as suggested by their circularity and central
peak-like bright centers.
Analysis - The parallel and continuous form of the bands has been compared with regions of
compressional deformation on the Earth (2,3) in which bands may be radar expressions of fold ·
crests. The overall pattern, particularly the band termination zones, are additional support for
this interpretation. We interpret these terminations as the result of strike-slip displacements
(Fig . 1). Although normal faulting can be considered locally, the evidence for lateral offset is
suggested in Freyja Montes where the continuous linear trend of individual bands can be restored
along discordant zones if 50 to 100 km of right lateral slip is assumed to have occurred. Similarly, several bands and dark zones match along the discordant zones west of Akna Montes when inferred
left lateral displacements are reversed. A consequence of this interpretation of displacements is
that the relatively dark area containing the circular depression may be viewed as a wedge whir.h has
undergone a net northerly displacement analogous to extrusion wedge tectonic features on the Earth.
Examples of the latter include the Mojave Block (6) and Caribbean plate (7). If bands are compressional in origin, then these directions of displacement are consistent with the orientation of
principal stresses that would be responsible for band fonnation. The arcuate pattern of bands west
of Akna Montes may be bounded to the south by a similar discordant trend-line like that bounding it
on the north. Kinematically, the impression is one of compression and lateral southeasterly translation of a thrust sheet-like domain defined by this arcuate group of bands. The wedge containing
the depression in this scenario, like the Mojave Block between the San Andreas and Garlock faults,
is caught between the southeasterly verging arcuate band zone and the uplands of Lakshmi Planum and
Freyja Montes. The through-going shears of Freyja Montes are a consequence of continued clockwise
rotation of the principal stress direction resulting from the extrusion wedge style of kinematics.
Comparison wjth the Himalaya-Tibet Orogenic Belt - The banded terrain of Maxwell Montes has
been previously compared with the Himalayas because both areas are the highest terrains on Venus
and Earth (8}. We consider the Akna/Freyja area to be more analogous on the basis of similarities
in deformation patterns . The pattern of deformation in the Himalaya-Tibet-Southeast Asia orogenic
belt has been interpreted in a similar manner (9,10). In terms of counterparts, Lakshmi Planum is
similar to India; Akna Montes, the high Himalayas; Freyja Montes, the Indo-Burma range; the
through-going shears of northern Freyja Montes, the Red River and Sagaing Faults; the circular
depression, the Shansi graben system; and the Akna-Freyja change in band strike is analogous to
the Assam Syntaxis. Other similarities can be cited, but there are also conspicuous dissimilarities: the scale of the Himalaya-Tibet orogenic belt is about 2.5 times that of the comparable
Akna-Freyja deformation zone; the highest topography is restricted to a zone about 200 km wide in
the Akna Montes, whereas high topography extends considerably in excess of 500 km north-south
across the Himalaya-Tibetan Plateau; Freyja Montes is comparable in height to Akna Montes, whereas
the Indo-Burma range fs lower than the Himalayas; Lakshmi Planum is dominated by large volcanic
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constructs, whereas no corresponding volcanic feature occurs fn India. Although there are differences, the tectonic patterns and inferred kinematics are remarkably similar. It is not clear whether the scale of horizontal deformation fs also analogous to the scale (hundreds of km) of convergence of the Asia-India collision (11). If the scale of strike-slip movement is as large as
that implied by the most extreme interpretation applicable to the inferred shears fn Akna Montes
and Freyja Montes, then comparable convergence is 1mp11ed.
Conclusions - The Akna-Freyja orogenic belt fs strikingly si~ilar ~n many fundamental ways to
the tectonic and morphologic character of the Tibetan Plateau and the general Indian-Asian convergence zone, although the horizontal extent of the zone of deformation on Earth fs about 2.5 times
that on Venus. The nature of the Akna/Freyja orogenic belt argues strongly for large areal-scale
ho~fzontal compressional deformation in this part of Ishtar Terra. Although the Akna/Freyja zone
may represent convergent plate processes and the production of a collisional zone, additional
analyses of the rest of Ishtar Terra must be completed, and explanations must be sought for the
numerous differences between Akna/Freyja and the Indian/Asian zone, before lithospheric plate recycling can be confidently ide~tified as the fundamental formational process.
References- 1) O.B. Campbell et al. (1983) Science, 221, 644. 2) J.W. Head et al. (1983)
LPSC xlv, 293. 3) S.C. Solomon and~ Head (1984) JGR, ~ 5886. 4) o.a. Campbell and B.A.
Burns (1983) JGR, 85, 8271. 5) O.B. Campbell et al. TTJ82r-LPSC XIII, 83. 6) D. Cummings (1976}
GSA Bull., 87~20:- 7) P. Mann and K. Burke (1984) RGSP, 22, 309-362. 8} K. Burke et al. (1984)
(PSC XV, 10~ 9) P. Tapponnfer et al. (1982) Geolo~O.~l. 10) Le Dain et al. ~ JGR,
89, 453. 11) M.P. Coward and R.~utler (1985) \!ology, 13, 417. 12} L.S. Crumpler et ~
Reports of Planetary Geology and Geophysics Program 1985, NA~ TM, in press.
Figure 1: Tectonic sketch map of Arecibo radar image of no~thwestern Jshtar T~rra (121· Lon~
axes -direction of interpreted maximum principal stress or1entation, short ax1s - str1ke of oands.
Teeth point toward sole of thrust faults: arrows - interpreted direction of movement on strike
slip faults; · closed circles- impact craters.
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PIONEER VENUS CHARACTERISTICS OF OVOIDS ON VENUS: PRELIMINARY

RESULTS, E.R. Stofan and J.W. Head, Dept. of Geological Sciences, Brown Univ.,
Providence, RI 02912

Coronae or ovoids were first identified in Venera 15/16 images of the northern
hemisphere of Venus (1). The features are large 150 • 600 km circular to elongate
structures of unknown origin, defined by multiple concentric ridges and grooves
surrounding a complex interior (1, 2). As a result of the close association of ovoids with
volcanic and tectonic terranes, Basilevsky et al. (1985) have suggested an origin related to
hot spot activity and accompanying gravity tectonics. Ovoids may be significant in
lithospheric heat transfer on Venus (i.e. lithospheric conduction, hot spot volcanism, plate
recycling (3)) on an intermediate scale through conductive or advective processes. In this
study, we review the general morphology and document the Pioneer Venus characteristics
(altimetry, rms slope, reflectivity) of a number of ovoids mapped by Barsukov et td.
(1985), in order to provide constraints on future models for the origin of ovoids.
Ovoids occur predominantly in plains units in the lowlands and rolling plains
provinces (6048.5 • 6054.0) (4, 5) between sooN latitude and the north pole, with the
majority found along the margins of Ishtar Terra (2). The features occur as isolated
structures or in clusters, with variable interiors characterized by radar-bright and dark
flow units, domes, radial and/or concentric ridges, or ridges orthogonal to the rim (Fig. 1).
Flow units are also located along the outer margins, as well as overlapping the rim. The
ridges and grooves surrounding the features are not continuous, and the width of the ridge
system varies within .a n ovoid The relationship to regional structure is not clear, although
in at least one case an ovoid is cross-cut by ridges (6). The age of ovoids is unknown,
although they vary a great deal in appearance, from extremely complex features with
distinct structure (e.g. Nightingale, 61 °N, 131 °) to indistinct features that appear to be
partially buried by plains material (e.g. 54°N, 297°), More structures that fit the
definition (1, 2) of an ovoid are discernible in Arecibo images of the same region, the result
of many ovoids being defined by changes in surface roughness rather than topography (6).
A number of circular features detected in regional slope data correlate with ovoids seen in
Venera 15/16 data (7).
Using a digitized version of the Venera 15/16 geomorphic map and similarly
projected Pioneer Venus data (5), a series of profiles were generated for eighteen ovoids
Examples of profiles of altimetry, rms slope (a measure of the wavelength-scale surface
roughness) and reflectivity (a model-dependent measure related to the porosity and
composition of a surface) data (8) across an ovoid located at 69°N, 138° are seen in Fig. 2.
Histograms in Fig. 3 indicate bulk roughness and reflectivity characteristics observed for
ovoids. The majority of ovoids, over 70%, were found to be raised topographically from
100 • 800 m above the surrounding terrain. Over half of the structures have a 20 • 40 km
wide exterior trough. Only one ovoid was found to correspond to a topographic depression.
Most of the ovoids are transitional (2.5° • 5°) in roughness, with a small number
corresponding to smooth (<2.5°) or rough (>5°) terrain (9). The majority of ovoids have
reflectivity values of 0.1 • 0.2 (rock-dominated), with 33% of the features having a
significant component of high dielectric materials (reflectivity values > 0.2) (9). Five of the
ovoids have a major soil component (reflectivity < 0.1), usually concentrated in the center
of the structure. The low reflectivity areas generally correspond to areas of transitional to
rough rms slope values; no strong correlation with the soil-rich areas and topography is
seen. The bulk Pioneer Venus properties of ovoids resemble those of the plains units (5),
perhaps indicating compositional and/or age similarities.
As a unit, the ovoids are quite similar to each other with transitional rms slope
values, moderate reflectivity values and raised topography, indicating relatively rough,
rock-dominated positive relief structures. The detection of circular features in regional
slope data, along with the strong Pioneer Venus signature, may allow the identification of
potential ovoids outside the Venera 15/16 data, enabling accurate size and population
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distributions to be developed, further constraining models of origin (e.g. resemblance to
impact populations). At this time, it is not clear if the soil-rich ovoids are more eroded and
are thus older collapsed structures, or if the porous material was formed by other (e.g.
volcanic) processes. The constancy of the relatively raised topography and the frequent
presence of an exterior trough will be key in the development of models concerning possible
loading and relaxation to form the structures, or diapirism accompanied by the formation
of marginal synclines (10). We are currently investigating four models of origin for ovoids
in light of the characteristics described above: rejuvenated impact craters, collapsed or
eroded domes, loaded or compensated volcanoes, or diapiric structures, and assessing the
role of ovoids in heat transfer processes on Venus.

R~ren«~ 1) Banukov, V.L. ct al., 1ubmit~, Proc. Luno.r Plt&Mt. Sci. Con{., 1985. 2)
Buile!'Uy, A.T. rt al., 1ubmitled, Proc. Luruv Plonn. Sci. Con{., 1985. 8) Solomon, S.C.
~Head, J.W., J. Geophy•. Ru., 87, 9236, 1982. 4) Ma~unky, H. rt al., J. Geophya.
Ru., 86, 8332, 1980. 5) Bindachadler, D.L. and Hud, J.W., Lunor Pltlnn. Sc{ Con[.
XVII, thi5 volume, 1986. 6) Sto!an, E.R. d al., manusc:ript in review, J. ~ophy• . R~s . ,
1986. 7) Sharpton, V.L. and Head, J.W., Lurwr Plann. Sci. XVI, 765, 1985. B) Pettengill,
G.H. rt al., J. GeophyJ. Rts. , 85, 8261, 1980. 9) Head, J.W. el al., J. (hophys. Rtl., 90,
68i3, 1986. 10) Rambera, H., Grrwil)', Dr{orm4tion , and cJu E11nh'• Cnut, Academic
Prns, London, 462 pp. , 1981.
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Firure 1. Idealized 1ketdl map of an ovoid.
bued on tht' renenl morphologic characteriatie' of
Uw unit. Dots represent dome&, lines represent ridlle'
and groove,, &ruJ indicated by the letter A repreMnt
now uni&a.

Figun: 2. Altimetry, roughneas and n:flectivity pro(J.les
acrosa an ovoid located at 69•N, 138•.
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Figure 3. Hiatoerams of bulk roufhneu and reflectivity characteriatics of ovoids. Diviliona
represent eateeones of Head rt al. (1985). Roughnea• il divided into arnooth (<2.5•),
tcansiuonal (2.5•-s.o•) and rough (>5°) values; reflectivity il divided into aoil·rich (<0.1),
roc:k~ominated (0.1·0.2), and hiah dielectricl (>0.2). Ban between two catepriu
repreMnt ovoid5 with transitional prOJIIrUH; ovoid in f'ii. 2 would' fall into center bar in
center eaterory of both roughneu and ref1ec:t.iYity.
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BETA REGJ0 RIFr ZO!'lf, VENUS: AN~YSIS OF AREfmO AND VENERAtf>t,TA, E.R. Stofan , J.W. Head ,
D.B. Campbell 2 , S.H. Ziak , t..F. Bogomolov , O.N. IWUga , and A.T. Basilev!f.y
Dept. of Geol. Sciences, Brown
Univ., Providence RI 0(.912 "NAIC ATecibo Observatory, Arecibo PR 00612 MJTINEROC Haystack Observatory,
Westford, MA 01886 Moscol" Power Institute, Moscow, USSR !>Institute of Radiotechnics and Electronics, USSR
Academy of Sciences, Moscow "V.I. Vernadsky Institute, USSR Academy of Sciences, Mo6COw
Beta Regio, centered at 25"N latitude, 2so• longitude, is a 2300 z 2000 km highland region on Venus,
characterized by topographic highs of over 5 km and a central trough, Devana Chasma, of over 1 km in depth. The
trough in the center of Beta has been interpreted as a rift, and compared to the East African rift system (1,2).
Unanswered questions remain concerning Beta Regio, such as the origin of the high topography (i.e. uplift vs.
construction), and the nature of the rift system (i.e. active vs. passive). The possible· relationship of Devana Chasma to
m&jor global·scale eztensional zones (3) and model calculations (4,5) suggest that lithospheric stretching may be a factor
in the formation of the rift. We have anaiyud the major fault orientations in the region, and are conducting further
mapping and structural analysis, in order to addreas the origin and nature of the Beta rift using ATecibo and Venera
15/16 radar images. The Venera 15/ 16 spacecraft obtained radar images and altUnetry data north of about 30"1\
latitude for Venus, including the northern end of Beta Regio. The incidence angle of the images is approllimately 10•. At
thia region of the acattering law curve for Venus, the radar backscatter return is predominantly a function of slope. The
returned signal in the Arecibo data is dominated by diffuse scattering due to amall·acale, wavelength·size surface
roughness, as the scattering law curve is flatter at higher incidence angles (Fig. 1). In addition, the illumination
directions of the two radar systems may result in different look-direction enhancements. As a result, the two data sets,
aimilar in resolution, are complimentary.
In Arecibo radar images, the rift appears as a 100·300 km wide zone of closely spaced (10·20 km apart) bright
and dark linear features, that range from 25 to 100's of kilometers long. The linear features are parallel to sub·parallel,
some in tn echelon patterns. trending dominantly north to northeast. Two scales of linear features associated with the rift
are seen: 1) Major lineaments • generally defining the edge of the flanks of the rift, and 21 Minor lineaments · spared
10·20 km apan and concentrated in the central pan of the rift zone. The linear features have been interpreted as areas
of enhanced roughness and.ior very steep slopes associated with faults, distributed in close relation to the central
topographir depression through Beta Regio (6J. The bright linear trends appear to splay outward at the nortb.•rn end of
the rift. In the northern Bet.a regio:z. the Venera and Arecibo radar images overlap over about 4• of latitude and about
15• of longitude (over 300,000 km ) (Fig. 2). Brightness variations as well as lineament patterns (Figs. 3a.b) were
mapped from both data sets, and Pioneer Venus and Venera 15/ 16 altimetry tlata were used to determine the
topography of the region. J>ioneer Venus data also indicate that the region is moderate or transitional in roughness ill
measure of the distribution of 0.1 to 10 m size blocks or undulations) and moderate in reflectivity (i.e. rock-dominated)
(7 ,8). In general, the region appears to be dominated by volcanic plains with a few small impact craters. large circular
structures, and abundant domes. The mapped overlap area is characterized by relatively steep slopes that decrease to
the north, and abundant linear features that occur in three dominant orientations: approllimately N·S, N15•E, and
N20"W. Many of the lineaments are sharp east or west facing scarps, while others appear to be ridges. Rose diagrams
of the lineations in each data set differ slightly (Fig. 3b). The Arecibo images show more NE·trending lineaments, which
are oriented more perpendicular to its look-direction. More NW·trending lineaments are present in the Venera data; trus
trend is less perpendicular to the Arecibo look-direction, and may alao be dominated by ahallower slopes.
We interpret the majority of the lineaments to represent normal faults produced by eztension in association with
the central rift structure of Beta Regio. Some of the lineaments are in pairs, possibly indicating narrow graben
structures. No conclusive evidence of strike·slip motion is seen, though some of the lineaments do appear slightly offset.
Some of the lineaments, mainly the E-W trending features, may also be compressional ridges on the basis of a lack of a
defined scarp and their appearance in the Venera images. Some potential age relationships between the linear features
can be determined. The main three orientations of lineaments appear to cross-<:ut more E·W trending lineations of
possible compressional origin. The N-S set also cross-<:uts a group of NE-trending lineaments in the north-central portion
of the rift. The major lineaments appear to die out relatively abruptly to the north, near the 605 1.0 km contour line.
Eztending to the north of the rift zone, and separated from it by a 100·200 km wide patch of smooth plains, is a region
characterized by narrow bright lines spaced 5 • 10 km apart that trend dominantly N·S, parallel to the strike of the
major faults of the rift. No clear change can be seen in the nature of the volcanic plains as the majllr linear features die
out, or in relation to topography.
In general, the two data sets combine to give a complete set of orientations of lineaments and faults for the Beta
Regio rift zone. The faulting aseociated with the rift splaya to the north, producing three dominant lineament
orientations. Some cross-cutt.in£ relationships indicate multiple episodes of tectonism, but t.be majority of the faults are
aharp with high to moderate reflectivity, indicating little erosion and perhaps a young age. Volcanism has occurred in the
region, as evidenced by the volcanic plains, abundant domes, and cloae pr~ximity of Rhea Mons. Theia Mons, a few
degrees to the south, appears to be superposed on the rift atructure indicating that m.,;or volcanism has postdated
faulting in some veu (6).
The fault orientations for Beta Regio obtained from the ATecibo and Venera data sets have been compared to
results from theoretical and ezperimental work on doming (9). Withjack and Scheiner (1982) domed a homogeneous
material with and without a simultaneously applied, regional horizontal eztension. They found, both experimentally and
analytically, that normal faults formed on the crests of a dome trend perpendicular to the regional eztension direction,
while normal faults on the nanks trend obliquely to it. In comparison rose diagrams from doming ezperiments (9), the
lineament orientations from the central portion of the Beta rift (Fig. 3a) most clearly resemble fault patterns produced by
doming with limited applied eztension. At the northern end of the rift (Fig. 3b), the lineament orientation pattern most
resembles the pattern of doming with a lack of regional lithospheric exten&ion.
The analysis of the Beta rift lineament orientations indicates that the rift is dominantly a result of uplift , with
limited external eztension. At the northern end of the rift, only evidence of eztension due to uplift is found . suggesting
that the rift is not propagating to the north. These results support the idee of the rift being a more active than passive
rift, or a rift produced by convective upwelling rather than dominantly driven by extensional atress in the lithosphere
(10,11). The active rift model also predicts flanking uplift extending hundreds of kilometers beyond the rift rim (12). At
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Beta Rep, we ob..,.,. llankinf positive rim topoaraphy utandiq from 100 to o-nr 400 lun from the centra l
toposraphic depression. Bec:auae this occurs iD arau DOt obviou.aly occupied by volcanic c:onstrucw, we tentatively
iDt.erpTet this to be due to flankinJ uplift. Tbe liDeament aulyaia of the Beta lin zone from Arecibo and Venera radar
data provides evidence that the rift. is predominantly a pTOduc:t of dynamic uplift. However, theoretical consideratioru
(2,4,5) hued on the pometry or the lin and the fault paUenll iD &.he main MCtion of the rift augp&t that some desree of
pauive lithospheric eztenaion hal oceurred.
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0
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Zuber, M.T . .t ol., LPSC XVII, 948, 1985. 6) Campbell,
D.B. .tal., Sciftct, 226, 167, 1984. 7) Ba.silevaky, A.T. et
ol., Etvth, Moon rmd Plru!m, 27, 63, 1982. 8) Head, J.W. et
ol., J. Geopla:y1. Ru., 90, 6873, 1985. 9) Withjack, M.O. and
Scheiner, C., AAPG Bull., 66, 302, 1982. 10) Sengor,
A.H.C. and Burke, .K., Geophy1. Ru. l.Atl., 5, U9, 1978. 11)
Spohn, T. and Schubert.. G., J. Gulphy•. Ru., 87, 1982. 12)
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